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(57) ABSTRACT 

An image processing apparatus op the present invention 
includes inputting means for inputting document data, ren 
dering means for generating raster image data from the input 
document data, color-conversion-parameter storing means 
for storing a color conversion parameter, color-conversion 
processing means for performing color conversion on the 
raster image data in accordance with the color conversion 
parameter, and outputting means for outputting the raster 
image data color-converted by the color-conversion process 
ing means. The image processing apparatus further includes 
reading means for reading a color image to generate read 
raster image data; displaying means for displaying the raster 
image data generated by the rendering means and the read 
raster image data; and color adjusting means for adjusting 
color of the output raster image data by modifying the color 
conversion parameter, with color of a portion designated on 
a screen displayed by the displaying means being color to be 
modified. 
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IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS AND METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 
0002 The present invention relates to image processing 
apparatuses and image processing methods. More specifi 
cally, the present invention relates to an image processing 
apparatus and an image processing apparatus which allow 
easy color adjustment of image data. 

0003 2. Related Art 
0004. In recent years, with the widespread colorization of 
various types of document creation software application 
Software, Such as word processing software, spreadsheet 
Software, and drawing software, demands for color printing 
are increasing. 

1. Technical Field of the Invention 

0005. When color printing is performed using color 
capable document-creation application Software, the result 
ing document may be printed in color that is not desired by 
the user. In particular, when a corporate mark (logo mark) or 
the like, for which accurate color expression is significant, is 
printed, it is often the case that color expression desired by 
the user and actually printed color are slightly different from 
each other. 

0006 Such inconvenience results from the design of 
color conversion parameters for printers. Although color 
conversion parameters for printers are essentially designed 
to print accurate color for various types of images. Such as 
characters, graphics, and nature images, the color conver 
sion parameters are finely adjusted so that average users feel 
satisfied with color when each type of image is printed. 
0007 For example, in many cases, the color conversion 
parameters are finely adjusted so as to provide slightly bright 
color or slightly high contrast color so that average users feel 
satisfied with resulting color. Consequently, when a logo 
mark, which requires accurate color expression, is printed, 
the color of the print slightly deviates from the intended 
color. 

0008 Even when color conversion parameters are 
designed so as to print accurate color, it is difficult to create 
color conversion parameters so that all input colors can be 
accurately printed. Thus, color error occurs partially. Since 
the colors of corporate logos are different from one another, 
a considerable number of colors exist for the corporate 
logos. Thus, even when the corporate mark of a certain 
company can be printed in accurate color, the corporate 
mark of another company may encounter color deviation. 
0009. In addition, since a certain level of difference in 
printed color exists among individual printers, printing is not 
always be performed in identical color even when the same 
color conversion parameter preset in the printers is used. 
0010. The above description has been given in the con 
text of the color of corporate marks by way of example: 
however, even for representations other than corporate 
marks, users may not be satisfied because of individuals 
color preferences. As described above, in many cases, color 
conversion parameters are designed so that average users are 
satisfied with resulting color. However, color preferences 
vary depending on individual users. Thus, for example, even 
when a typical red character is printed using a color con 
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version parameter preset in a printer, some users are not 
satisfied with the printed red color. 
0011. As a measure for such inconvenience, color adjust 
ment processing has conventionally been available. The 
color adjustment processing modifies, for example, a color 
conversion parameter stored in a printer so that desired color 
is printed. 

0012. The operation of known color adjustment process 
ing will be described with reference to FIG. 11. 
0013 A color printer 1600 includes outputting means for 
printing image data and color-conversion-parameter storing 
means 1620 for storing color conversion parameters. 
0014 For example, color-adjustment application soft 
ware installed on a personal computer that is provided 
externally to the color printer 1600 is executed to perform 
the color adjustment processing. 

0015 The color-adjustment application software includes 
color-adjustment processing means 1610 and color-adjust 
ment standard image data 1630. The color-adjustment stan 
dard image data 1630 is typically image data that contains 
multiple different color patches prepared in advance. 

0016. The color-adjustment processing means 1610 reads 
preset color conversion parameters from the color printer 
1600. 

0017 Subsequently, the user selects a color patch having 
color that is the closest to color to which he or she desires 
to adjust, from the color-adjustment standard image data 
1630. The selected color patch is displayed on, for example, 
a display screen of the personal computer, as “pre-modifi 
cation color. 

0018) Next, the user finely adjusts the displayed pre 
modification color to desired color by using an appropriate 
user interface provided by the color-adjustment processing 
means 1610. The finely-adjusted color is displayed, as 
“modified color, on the display screen, for example, in 
parallel with the “pre-modification color. The fine adjust 
ment is performed by finely adjusting a color adjustment 
parameter loaded from the color printer 1600. 

0019. When the “modified color” is adjusted to color that 
satisfies the user, the user stores the color conversion param 
eter, modified in association with the “modified color, from 
the color-adjustment processing means 1610 onto the color 
printer 1620. Subsequently, even when image data corre 
sponding to the “pre-modification color is input to the color 
printer 1620, the “modified color is printed by the output 
ting means in accordance with the modified color conversion 
parameter. 

0020. However, the known color adjustment processing 
described above has some problems. 

0021. A first problem is that the color types of color 
patches of the color-adjustment standard image data 1630 
pre-contained in the color-adjustment application software 
are limited. Thus, the color-adjustment standard image data 
1630 does not necessarily contain color to which the user 
desires to adjust. 
0022. Thus, when the color-adjustment standard image 
data 1630 does not contain color to which the user desires to 
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adjust, the user needs to newly create the desired color and 
add it to the color-adjustment standard image data 1630. 

0023. In generally, when the user adds color to a docu 
ment to be created, he or she selects color that he or she 
desires to use, from a group of colors provided by corre 
sponding document creation application software, in many 
cases. In Such cases, the user does not particularly aware of 
the specific numeric values of the color that the user selects, 
for example, numeric values: red=255, green=128, and 
blue=128. 

0024 However, when the user attempts to create new 
color-adjustment standard image data 1630 on known color 
adjustment application Software, those specific values of 
color are required. Consequently, when selecting desired 
color from the group of colors, the user needs to find the 
specific numeric values of the selected color and create 
color-adjustment standard image data 1630 by using the 
numeric values. Thus, a considerable amount of work is 
required. 

0025 Also, an approach in that color-adjusting applica 
tion software reads document data to which color is added 
by the user and the colored image data is converted into the 
format of the color-adjustment standard image data 1630 is 
possible in theory. The color-adjustment standard image data 
1630 generally has a raster data format, such as the TIFF 
(tagged image file format). Various formats are available for 
image data contained in documents created by users, and the 
format of each piece of image data depends on the type of 
document-creation application Software used and is defined 
by, for example, word-processing, spreadsheet, or graphics 
application Software. Thus, the user needs to prepare many 
types of converters for converting many types of formats 
into the format of the color-adjustment standard image data 
1630, for example, the TIFF. Such preparation is signifi 
cantly complicated for the user, and thus the approach 
described above would not be practical. 
0026. A second problem is that designating the type of 
color conversion parameter is complicated. 

0027. In general, multiple types of color conversion 
parameters are stored by the color-conversion-parameter 
storing means 1620 included in the color printer 1600. For 
example, different types of objects, such as a character, 
graphics, and nature image, exist in document data input to 
the color printer 1600. In order to optimally express the 
color of those different types of objects, multiple types of 
color conversion parameters corresponding to the types of 
objects are stored. In addition to the types of objects, the 
types of color conversion parameter increase in accordance 
with print conditions, such as the type of paper, the printing 
resolution, and the type of halftone. 
0028. It is not easy for the user to identify the type of 
color conversion parameter that the user attempts to modify 
out of many types of color conversion parameters, and it is 
practically impossible to identify the type in some cases. 

0029 Patent Document 1 (Japanese Unexamined Patent 
Application Publication No. 2002-259109) describes a tech 
nology in which color information used on application 
software is obtained, the obtained color information is 
converted into a page description language, and the density, 
line width, and so on are changed for each color for 
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transmission to a printer. However, Patent Document 1 does 
not disclose any technology that overcomes the problems 
described above. 

0030 Patent Document 2 (Japanese Unexamined Patent 
Application Publication No. 2003-296088) is intended to 
facilitate the color adjustment of image data, but does not 
disclose any technology that overcomes the problems 
described above. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0031. The present invention has been made in view of the 
foregoing situations, and an object of the present invention 
is to provide an image processing apparatus and an image 
processing method which are capable of easily adjusting 
color conversion parameters, regardless of the type of file 
format in document data for color adjustment. 
0032. In order to achieve the foregoing object, an image 
processing apparatus according to the present invention 
includes inputting means for inputting document data, ren 
dering means for generating raster image data from the input 
document data, color-conversion-parameter storing means 
for storing a color conversion parameter, color-conversion 
processing means for performing color conversion on the 
raster image data in accordance with the color conversion 
parameter, and outputting means for outputting the raster 
image data color-converted by the color-conversion process 
ing means. The image processing apparatus further includes 
reading means for reading a color image to generate read 
raster image data; displaying means for displaying the raster 
image data generated by the rendering means and the read 
raster image data; and color adjusting means for adjusting 
color of the output raster image data by modifying the color 
conversion parameter, with color of a portion designated on 
a screen displayed by the displaying means being color to be 
modified. 

0033. In order to achieve the foregoing object, an image 
processing method according to the present invention 
includes a step of inputting document data, a step of gen 
erating raster image data from the input document data, a 
step of storing a color conversion parameter, a step of 
performing color conversion on the raster image data in 
accordance with the color conversion parameter, and a step 
of outputting the color-converted raster image data. The 
image processing method further includes a step of reading 
a color image to generate read raster image data; a step of 
displaying the generated raster image data and the read 
raster image data; and a step of adjusting color of the output 
raster image data by modifying the color conversion param 
eter corresponding to the document structure information, 
with color of a designated portion of the displayed raster 
image data being color to be modified. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0034 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
configuration of an image processing apparatus according to 
a first embodiment of the present invention; 
0035 FIG. 2 is a first view illustrating an exemplary 
operation of an image processing apparatus according to the 
present invention; 
0036 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the operation of 
color conversion parameters (a 3D LUT) of the image 
processing apparatus according to the present invention; 
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0037 FIG. 4 is a second view illustrating an exemplary 
operation of the image processing apparatus according to the 
present invention; 
0038 FIG. 5 is a view showing one example of color 
adjusting means of the image processing apparatus accord 
ing to the present invention; 
0.039 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
configuration of an image processing apparatus according to 
a second embodiment of the present invention; 
0040 FIG. 7 is a view illustrating the concept of reduc 
ing raster image data in the image processing apparatus 
according to the present invention; 
0041 FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing another exem 
plary configuration of the image processing apparatus 
according to the second embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0.042 FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
configuration of an image processing apparatus according to 
a third embodiment of the present invention; 
0.043 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
configuration of an image processing apparatus according to 
a fourth embodiment of the present invention; and 
0044 FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a method for 
color adjustment according to related art. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0045 An image processing apparatus and an image pro 
cessing method according to embodiments of the present 
invention will be described with reference to the accompa 
nying drawings. 

(1) First Embodiment 
0046 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
configuration of an image processing apparatus 1 according 
to a first embodiment of the present invention. 
0047 The image processing apparatus 1 includes input 
ting means 110 for inputting document data, rendering 
means 120 for generating raster image data from the input 
document data, color-conversion-parameter storing means 
150 for storing a color-conversion parameter, color-conver 
sion processing means 130 for converting the color of the 
raster image data in accordance with the color conversion 
parameter, and outputting means 140 for outputting the 
raster-image data color-converted by the color-conversion 
processing means 130. 
0048. In addition, the image processing apparatus 1 
includes raster-image-data storing means 160 for storing the 
raster image data generated by the rendering means 120 and 
image reading means 180 (which may be simply referred to 
“reading means') for reading a hardcopy document (color 
images) containing the user's desired color to generate read 
raster image data. The image processing apparatus 1 further 
includes color adjusting means 170 for displaying the stored 
raster image data and the read raster image data, and 
adjusting the color of the output raster image data, with the 
color of a designated portion of the displayed raster image 
data being color to be modified, by modifying the color 
conversion parameter. 
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0049. The inputting means 110 is means for inputting 
document data to the image processing apparatus 1 and may 
be a communication interface, such as an LAN (local area 
network), the Internet, an USB (universal serial bus), a 
telecommunication network, or a dedicated communication 
line. The inputting means 110 may be wired or wireless. 
0050. The inputting means 110 may have a configuration 
for inputting document data from an external storage 
medium, such as a CD-ROM or DVD, or may have a 
configuration for inputting document data from an appro 
priate internal storage device built into the image processing 
apparatus 1. 
0051. The inputting means 110 may have a configuration 
for inputting document data from an image generating 
apparatus, such as a scanner or a digital camera. 
0052 The outputting means 140 converts document data 
processed by the color-conversion processing means 130 
into information that can be recognized by human vision, 
and corresponds to printing means and a display device. An 
example in which the outputting means corresponds to 
printing means will be described in the following embodi 
ments, unless otherwise specified. 
0053. The inputting means 110 receives document data 
containing a single page or multiple pages. The document 
data is often created with typical document creation soft 
ware, for example, Microsoft Word, Excel, or Adobe Acro 
bat (registered trademarks). The inputting means 110 
receives the document data or document data pre-converted 
by a printer driver or the like into a PDL (page description 
language). Such as PostScript (registered trademark) or PCL 
(printer control language). 

0054 The rendering means 120 converts the input docu 
ment data into raster image data. As shown in FIG. 2A, data 
other than raster image data may be contained in the 
document or page(s) of the input data. That is, character data 
is non-raster data expressed by, typically, ASCII (American 
National Standard Code for Information Interchange) and 
information, such as the color information and size of 
characters. Graphics data created by the so-called 'graphics 
drawing Software' is expressed by non-raster data, i.e., 
vector data containing shapes, such as straight lines, rect 
angles, and circles; sizes; positions; and color information. 
Nature image data may have the format of compressed 
non-raster data. 

0.055 FIG. 2B shows a state in which the character data, 
graphics data, and nature image data are all converted into 
raster image data. 

0056. The color-conversion processing means 130 con 
verts the color of raster image data in accordance with a 
color conversion parameter. The color conversion parameter 
can be expressed in a table or a matrix format. For conve 
nience, the following description is given of only a color 
conversion parameter expressed in a table format, unless 
otherwise specified. The present invention, however, is not 
limited to a color conversion parameter expressed in a table 
format. 

0057 FIG. 3 shows one example of processing per 
formed by the color-conversion processing means 130. In 
FIG. 3, the color space of input raster image data is an RGB 
color space expressed by RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) and 
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the color space of raster image data output from the color 
conversion processing means 130 is a CMYK color space 
expressed by CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black). 
Thus, an input value defined by three R,G, and B parameters 
is color-converted into an output defined by four C. M. Y. 
and K parameters. 
0.058. The color-conversion processing means 130 has a 
three-dimensional lookup table (3D LUT). Data that deter 
mines CMYK values into which input RGB values should 
be converted are pre-stored in the 3D LUT. The data stored 
in the 3D LUT is one type of color conversion parameters 
and a color conversion parameter corresponding to the 
attribute of image data to be color-converted is stored by the 
color-conversion processing means 130 shown in FIG. 3. 
That is, a plurality of conversion parameters are generally 
stored depending on the attribute of image data to be 
color-converted. 

0059) Typically, each of the input R, G, and B has about 
256 colors (8bits). In this case, the number of color types is 
as large as about 16,700,000, which is not practical for direct 
use as 3D LUT data in terms of the memory capacity. 
Accordingly, each axis of R, G, and B is split into multiple 
axes and CMYK values corresponding to the combinations 
of RGB values at grid points that are located at the inter 
sections of the split axes are stored, as 3D LUT data, in the 
3D LUT. 

0060. With the data stored in the 3D LUT in that manner, 
when a combination of input RGB values exists at a grid 
point of the 3D LUT, the CMYK values of data located at the 
grid point of the 3D LUT are output. When a combination 
of input RGB values does not exist at a grid point of the 3D 
LUT, multiple grid points (e.g., 8 points) that are immedi 
ately adjacent to the input RGB values are extracted and, 
based on CMYK values of the 3D LUT data which corre 
spond to the extracted grid points, interpolation calculation 
is performed to output CMYK values corresponding to the 
input RGB values. 
0061 For ease of description, color conversion param 
eters have been described, by way of example, as directly 
connecting values in the RGB color space and values in the 
CMYK color space. The color, however, can be expressed 
by various color systems. 
0062) Examples include color conversion parameters that 
indirectly connect values in the RGB color space and values 
in the CMYK color space by using values in the space of 
CIE (Commission Internationale d’Eclairage: International 
Commission on Illumination) LAB color system that is 
device independent and that is highly compatible with 
human vision. In the CIE LAB color system, the color is 
expressed by three elements, namely, L*, a, and b*. L* 
indicates lightness and a and b* indicate hue and chromat 
icness (brightness). 
0063. The outputting means 140 is means for printing an 
image. The outputting means 140 may be of an inkjet 
system, electrophotographic system, or thermal transfer sys 
tem but the present invention is not particularly limited to 
the system. 
0064. The color-conversion-parameter storing means 150 
includes, for example, a hard disk and a semiconductor 
memory and stores color conversion parameters used by the 
color-conversion processing means 130. In the example of 
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color-conversion processing means 130 shown in FIG. 3, a 
color conversion parameter is stored in the form of a 3D 
LUT with an RGB input and a CMYK output. 
0065. The raster-image-data storing means 160 stores 
raster image data, which is document data rasterized by the 
rendering means 120. For example, the raster-image-data 
storing means 160 stores raster image data shown in FIG. 
2B. 

0066. In accordance with a user instruction, the color 
adjusting means 170 modifies a color conversion parameter, 
stored by the color-conversion-parameter storing means 
150, so that color desired by the user is output. When the 
user performs an operation for color adjustment, the raster 
image data stored by the raster-image storing means 160 is 
used. 

0067. The operation of the image processing apparatus 1 
configured as described above will now be described. 

0068 FIG. 4A shows one-page document data that the 
user has created using typical document creation software. 
The document data contains character data, vector (graph 
ics) data, and nature image data. The character of document 
data 1 is, for example, a red character that the user desig 
nated using the typical document creation Software. The 
document data is input to the image processing apparatus 1 
via the inputting means 110. 

0069. Subsequently, the rendering means 120 converts 
the document data, Vector data, and nature image data in the 
document into RGB raster image data shown in FIG. 4B. 
The raster image data is input to the color-conversion 
processing means 130 and is also stored by the raster-image 
data storing means 160. 

0070 Also, 3D LUT data, which contains color conver 
sion parameters pre-stored by the color-conversion-param 
eter storing means 150, is contained in the 3D LUT of the 
color-conversion processing means 130. Based on the 3D 
LUT, the color-conversion processing means 130 sequen 
tially performs interpolation calculation on RGB values, 
contained in input RGB raster image data, to convert the 
RGB values into CMYK values, as required. FIG. 4C shows 
raster image data converted into CMYK as described above. 
The raster image data that has been color-converted is 
printed by the outputting means 140. 

0071. When the user sees a printed hard copy, he or she 
may think that the red of the character of character data 1 is 
not desired color. In such a case, using the color adjusting 
means 170, the user can modify the color conversion param 
eter so that desired red is obtained for the character of 
character data 1. 

0072 An example of color adjustment using the color 
adjusting means 170 will now be described in more detail. 

0073. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the color adjusting means 
170 has user interfaces, for example, first displaying means 
171 (hereinafter referred to as “image displaying means 
171) for displaying raster image data and second displaying 
means 172 (hereinafter referred to as “read-image displaying 
means 172) for displaying read raster image data. 

0074 The read raster image data contains a hardcopy 
color image read by the image reading means 180. 
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0075) When a hard copy containing the user's desired 
color exists, the image reading means 180 can read the 
hardcopy document to provide electronic raster image. Thus, 
the provision of the image reading means 180 provides an 
advantage in that the user's color adjustment operation is 
significantly facilitated. 

0.076 The image reading means 180 includes, but not 
particularly limited to, a scanner. In Such a case, the image 
reading means 180 is constituted by electronic reading 
devices, such as a light source and a CCD sensor, an 
actuation circuit; an optical system; and so on. In addition, 
the image reading means 180 may include, for example, a 
digital camera. 

0077. The electronic raster image data generated through 
the reading of the image reading means 180 is displayed by 
the read-image displaying means 172 of the color adjusting 
means 170. 

0078. An example of color adjustment using the color 
adjusting means 170 in the present embodiment will now be 
described with reference to FIG. 5. As shown in FIG. 5, the 
color adjusting means 170 has user interfaces, such as the 
image displaying means and color instructing means. 

0079 The color adjusting means 170 has two image 
displaying means, i.e., the image displaying means 171 and 
the read-image displaying means 172. 

0080. The image data displayed by the image displaying 
means 171 is the raster image data generated by the render 
ing means 120. On the other hand, the image data displayed 
by the read-image displaying means 172 is the read raster 
image data generated by causing the image reading means 
180 to read a hardcopy document containing the user's 
desired color. 

0081. The user uses a pointing device (not shown), such 
as a mouse, to move a crosshair cursor 173a, which is 
included in the color instructing means, so as to designate 
the color of character data 1 in the raster image data 
displayed by the image displaying means 171, as unwanted 
color, that is, color that the user desires to modify (i.e., 
pre-modification color). 

0082) The color adjusting means 170 stores the RGB 
values “R1, G1, and B1” of the color of character data 1. 

0083. On the other hand, when the color of character data 
1 of a hard copy document contains desired red, the hard 
copy document is read as read raster image data by the 
image reading means 180 and is displayed by the read-image 
displaying means 172. 

0084. Next, the user uses the pointing device (not 
shown). Such as a mouse, to move an X-shaped cursor 173b, 
which is included in the color instructing means, so as to 
designate a portion containing the user's desired red, the 
portion existing in the read raster image data displayed by 
the read-image displaying means 172. 

0085. As described above, when a hard copy in the 
possession of the user contains desired color, desired color 
can be designated with significant ease. The color adjusting 
means 170 stores the RGB values “R2, G2, and B2 of red 
that is the color of the portion designed with the X-shaped 
cursor 173b. 
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0086). When the RGB values “R1, G1, and B1” of the 
color that the user desires to modify and the RGB values 
“R2. G2, and B2” of desired color are determined by the 
user's operation described above, a corresponding color 
conversion parameter is modified in accordance with those 
RGB values. 

0087. The format of the raster image data displayed by 
the image displaying means 171 has already been converted 
into a raster data format by the rendering means 120. Thus, 
the image display means 171 can easily display the RGB 
raster image data, without a need for a special format 
converter. 

0088. With the operation described above, the RGB val 
ues “R1, G1, and B1 of color that the user desires to modify 
(i.e., pre-modification color) and the RGB values “R2. G2. 
and B2 of desired color are designated. In accordance with 
those RGB values, the color adjusting means 170 adjusts a 
color conversion parameter pre-read from the color-conver 
Sion-parameter storing means 150. 
0089 Next, a description is given of a specific example 
of a method for modifying a color conversion parameter, i.e., 
the 3D LUT. 

0090 When color “R1, G1, and B1” before modification 
exists at a grid point of the 3D LUT, CMYK values “C1, M1, 
Y1, and K1 before the modification are stored at the grid 
point. The color adjusting means 170 determines color after 
the color adjustment, i.e., CMYK values “C2, M2, Y2, and 
K2 corresponding to desired color “R2. G2, and B2”, in 
accordance with the 3D LUT before the modification. 

0091. In this case, when the desired color “R2. G2, and 
B2 also exists at a grid point of the 3D LUT, the corre 
sponding CMYK values “C2, M2, Y2, and K2 can be 
immediately determined. 

0092. On the other hand, when the desired color “R2, G2. 
and B2 does not exist at a grid point of the 3D LUT, 
appropriate interpolation processing is performed based on 
CMYK values located at, for example, eight grid points that 
are adjacent to the desired color “R2. G2, and B2” to 
determine the CMYK values “C2, M2, Y2, and K2. 

0093. The CMYK values “C2, M2, Y2, and K2 deter 
mined in such a manner are replaced with the CMYK values 
“C1, M1, Y1, and K1 that exist at a grid point of the color 
“R1, G1, and B1” before the modification, to thereby modify 
the 3D LUT. 

0094. On the other hand, when the color “R1, G1, and 
B1” that the user desires to modify does not exist at a grid 
point of the 3D LUT, for example, eight grid points “R11, 
G11, and B11”, “R12, G12, and B12, ..., and “R18, G18, 
and B18 that are immediately adjacent to the color “R1, G1, 
and B1 are extracted and the CMYK values of 3D LUT data 
which correspond to the respective eight extracted grid 
points are modified. 

0.095 The CMYK values “C2, M2, Y2, and K2” corre 
sponding to the desired color “R2. G2, and B2 are deter 
mined in accordance with the 3D LUT before the modifi 
cation. 

0096) Next, CMYK values “Cli, M1i, Y1i, and K1 i” (i-1 
to 8) corresponding to the eight grid points "Rli, Gli, and 
Bli” (i=1 to 8) are replaced with values “C2i, M2i, Y2i, and 
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K2i” (i=1 to 8), respectively, to thereby modify the 3D LUT. 
In this case, values “C2i, M2i, Y2i, and K2i' (i=1 to 8) are 
determined so that CMYK values determined by interpola 
tion calculation using the values “C2i, M2i, Y2i, and K2i. 
(i=1 to 8) become desired values “C2, M2, Y2, and K2. 
0097. The 3D LUT (i.e., the color conversion parameter) 
modified as described above is stored by the color-conver 
Sion-parameter storing means 150. 
0098. When the color conversion parameter is modified 
and the document data shown in FIG. 4A is then re-input via 
the inputting means 110, color conversion processing is 
performed in accordance with the modified color conversion 
parameter, so that the red of character data 1 is printed in red 
desired by the user. 
0099. According to the image processing apparatus 1 of 
the first embodiment, the color adjusting means 170 can 
readily display a document to present the document to the 
user, regardless of the format of input document data. Also, 
since the same picture as the input document data is dis 
played, the user can easily and promptly designate color that 
he or she desires to modify (i.e., pre-modification color). 
0100. In addition, desired colors contained in a hardcopy 
document in the possession of the user can be displayed side 
by side by the read-image displaying means 172, so as to 
allow the desired colors (i.e., pre-modification color) to be 
easily designated with the color instructing means (the 
X-shaped cursor 173b). 
0101 The present embodiment is merely one example of 
the present invention. Thus, the color conversion processing 
parameters, the items designated and design of the color 
adjusting means 170 can be changed within the scope and 
spirit of the present invention, and the present invention does 
not exclude Such changes. 

(2) Second Embodiment 
0102 FIG. 6 shows an exemplary configuration of an 
image processing apparatus 1a according to a second 
embodiment of the present invention. The image processing 
apparatus 1a of the second embodiment has a configuration 
in which reduction processing means 610 is added to the 
image processing apparatus 1 of the first embodiment. 
0103) The reduction processing means 610 has a function 
for reducing the size of raster image data stored by the 
raster-image-data storing means 160, i.e., a function for 
reducing the number of pixels in the vertical and horizontal 
directions. For example, as show in FIG. 7, the reduction 
processing means 610 converts the pixels of 2000 heightx 
1000 width of raster image data into the pixels of 1000 
heightx500 width. 
0104 Raster image data output from the rendering means 
120 has a data size corresponding to the output resolution of 
the outputting means 140. However, since the color adjust 
ing means 170 does not necessarily require high-resolution 
raster image data to display an image, a reduction in the size 
of raster image data does not cause any problem in many 
CaSCS. 

0105. As shown in FIG. 8, the same advantages can be 
provided even when the reduction processing means 610 is 
provided before the raster image data generated by the 
rendering means 120 is stored by the raster-image-data 
storing means 160. 
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0106 The operation of the present embodiment is analo 
gous to that of the first embodiment except that a raster 
image whose data size is reduced by the reduction process 
ing means 610 is displayed on the screen of the color 
adjusting means 170. 
0.107. In addition to the advantages of the image process 
ing apparatus 1 of the first embodiment, the image process 
ing apparatus 1a of the second embodiment provides advan 
tages in that the image-display speed is increased and the 
image-display memory is reduced since the provision of the 
reduction processing means 610 reduces the size of raster 
image data. 

(3) Third Embodiment 
0.108 FIG. 9 shows an exemplary configuration of an 
image processing apparatus 1b according to a third embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0.109 The image processing apparatus 1b of the third 
embodiment has a configuration in which document-struc 
ture-information storing means 910 is added to the image 
processing apparatus 1 of the first embodiment. 
0110. The document structure information used herein 
includes information regarding objects in document data, 
information (i.e., output-condition instruction information) 
regarding conditions for output by outputting means, or both 
pieces of the information. 
0111. The information regarding objects in document 
data includes information regarding the type of object con 
tained in document data and information indicating which 
object exists at which position in the document. The infor 
mation (i.e., output-condition instruction information) 
regarding conditions for output by the outputting means 
includes information, such as the resolution of an output 
image, the type of halftone, and the type of print paper for 
a case of printing. 
0.112. The rendering means 120 converts input document 
data into raster image data, identifies an object type (e.g., a 
character, graphics, or nature picture) in the document data, 
and further generates document structure information from 
the identified object type. As shown in FIG. 2C, the docu 
ment structure information includes information indicating 
which object exists at which position in the document. 
0113. In accordance with the result of the identification of 
the object type in the document data, the rendering means 
120 designates a color conversion parameter corresponding 
to the identified object, from multiple color conversion 
parameters stored by the color-conversion-parameter storing 
means 150. 

0114. The color-conversion processing means 130 con 
verts the color of raster image data in accordance with the 
color conversion parameter. The color conversion parameter 
used in this case is expressed by a color conversion table 
corresponding to the object type identified by the rendering 
means 120. The color-conversion processing means 130 can 
perform color conversion according to the above-described 
method. 

0115 The color-conversion-parameter storing means 150 
stores multiple color conversion parameters that are used by 
the color-conversion processing means 130 and that corre 
spond to object types. 
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0116. The document-structure-information storing means 
910 stores the document structure information generated by 
the rendering means 120. 
0117 The color adjusting means 170 modifies a color 
conversion parameter stored by the color-conversion-param 
eter storing means 150 so that desired color is output in 
accordance with a user instruction. The color conversion 
parameter used in this case is selected based on the docu 
ment structure information stored by the document-struc 
ture-information storing means 910. 
0118. A specific example of operation of the image 
processing apparatus 1b according to the third embodiment 
will be described below. 

0119 FIG. 4A shows one-page document data that the 
user has created using typical document creation software. 
This document data contains character data, Vector (graph 
ics) data, and nature image data. The character of document 
data 1 is, for example, a red character that the user desig 
nated using the typical document creation Software. The 
document data is input to the image processing apparatus 1b 
via the inputting means 110. 
0120 Subsequently, the rendering means 120 converts all 
of the character data, Vector data, and nature image data in 
the document into RGB raster image data shown in FIG. 4B. 
The rendering means 120 generates document structure 
information indicating which object is located at which 
position in the document data, as shown in FIG. 4D. The 
document structure information is stored by the document 
structure-information storing means 910. The raster image 
data is stored by the raster-image-data storing means 160 
and is also input to the color-conversion processing means 
130. 

0121 Of 3D LUT data that contains color conversion 
parameters stored by the color-conversion-parameter storing 
means 150, 3D LUT data corresponding to the object type 
identified by the rendering means 120 is set for the color 
conversion processing means 130. Subsequently, based on 
the 3D LUT, the color-conversion processing means 130 
sequentially performs interpolation calculation on input 
RGB raster image data, to convert the image data into 
CMYK values, as required. FIG. 4C shows raster image 
data color-converted into CMYK as described above. The 
raster image data color-converted into CMYK values is 
printed by the outputting means 140. 
0122) When the user sees a printed hard copy, he or she 
may think that the red of the character of character data 1 is 
not desired color. In such a case, using the color adjusting 
means 170, the user can adjust a color conversion parameter 
for the character object so that desired red is obtained for the 
character of character data 1. 

0123. An example of color adjustment using the color 
adjusting means 170 in the present embodiment will now be 
described in more detail. As in the first embodiment, the 
color adjusting means 170 has user interfaces, for example, 
the image displaying means 171 and 172 and the color 
instructing means 173a and 173b, as illustrated in FIG. 5. 
The image displaying means 171 displays raster image data. 
The read-image displaying means 172 displays read raster 
image data. 
0124 When the raster image data displayed by the image 
displaying means 171 contains color that the user desires to 
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modify (i.e., pre-modification color), he or she uses the color 
instructing means (i.e., the crosshair cursor 173a) to desig 
nate the color that he or she desires to modify. 
0.125 The image displaying means 171 displays raster 
image data stored by the raster-image-data storing means 
160. In this case, the format of the raster image data has 
already been converted into a raster data format by the 
rendering means 120. Thus, the image display means 171 
can easily display the RGB raster image data, without a need 
for a special format converter. The user uses a pointing 
device (not shown). Such as a mouse, to point the crosshair 
cursor 173a to the portion of character data 1 on the raster 
image displayed by the image displaying means 171. With 
this operation, the color of character data 1 is designated as 
unwanted color, that is, color to be modified (i.e., pre 
modification color). The RGB values of the color of char 
acter data 1 at this point are stored by the color adjusting 
means 170 as “R1, G1, and B1. 

0.126 Next, the user uses the X-shaped cursor 173b to 
select desired color (a color patch) from the read raster 
image data displayed by the read-image displaying means 
172. In response to the operation, the color of character data 
1 displayed by the image displaying means 171 changes. 
However, the color of a portion which is different from the 
original color “R1, G1, and B1 of character data 1 does not 
change. 

0.127 With the operation described above, the user can 
designate the color of character data 1 so that it becomes 
desired red. The RGB values of the color of character data 
1 are stored by the color adjusting means 170 as “R2. G2. 
and B2. 

0128. After the color “R1, G1, and B1” that the user 
desires to modify and the desired color “R2. G2, and B2 are 
designated, the color conversion parameter is modified in 
accordance with the designation. The method for modifying 
the color conversion parameter is analogous to the method 
described in the first embodiment. 

0129. The color conversion parameter to be modified in 
the present embodiment is determined in accordance with 
the document structure information. Thus, the color adjust 
ing means 170 compares the position of the color that the 
user has designated, with the crosshair cursor 173a using the 
color instructing means of the color adjusting means 170, 
with the document structure information stored by the 
document-structure-information storing means 910. As a 
result, the color adjusting means 170 recognizes which type 
of object includes the color that the user has designated with 
the crosshair cursor 173a using the color instructing means. 
Based on the result of the recognition, the color adjusting 
means 170 selects a color conversion parameter correspond 
ing to the object type, from color conversion parameters 
stored by the color-conversion-parameter storing means 
150. Since the user gives an instruction for modifying the 
color of character data 1, the selected color conversion 
parameter corresponds to the character object. 

0.130. After the color conversion parameter is modified, 
when the document data shown in FIG. 4A is input again via 
the inputting means 110, color conversion is performed in 
accordance with the modified color conversion parameter. 
Thus, the red of character data 1 is printed in red desired by 
the user. Also, since the modified color conversion param 
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eter corresponds to only the character object, the color of 
other objects, i.e., the graphics object and the nature image 
object, does not change. 

0131 According to the image processing apparatus 1b of 
the third embodiment, in addition to the advantages of the 
image processing apparatus 1 of the first embodiment, a 
color conversion parameter to be modified is automatically 
selected based on the document structure information and, 
when the user gives an instruction for designating a portion 
containing color to be modified and desired color therefor, 
the color conversion parameter is automatically modified. 
Moreover, since only a color conversion parameter corre 
sponding to the type of object containing the color desig 
nated by the user is modified, the color of other objects 
which does not require any modification is not affected. 

0132 Although the above description has been given of 
a case in which the type of object in the document data is 
used as the document structure information, for example, 
print-output conditions, such as a paper type or a halftone 
type specified by the document data, may be used as the 
document structure information and both of the type of 
object in the document data and the print-output conditions 
may also be used as the document structure information. 

(4) Fourth Embodiment 

0133 FIG. 10 shows an exemplary configuration of an 
image processing apparatus 1c according to a fourth 
embodiment of the present invention. 

0134) The image processing apparatus 1c of the fourth 
embodiment has a configuration in which reduction process 
ing means 610 is added to the image processing apparatus 1b 
of the third embodiment. 

0135). As in the second embodiment, the reduction pro 
cessing means 610 reduces the size of raster image data 
stored by the raster-image-data storing means 160. In addi 
tion, the reduction processing means 610 reduces the size of 
document structure information (i.e., the size of a document 
structure layout) stored by the document-structure-informa 
tion storing means 910 so as to correspond to the reduced 
size of the raster image data. 

0136. The raster image data may be reduced before being 
stored by the raster-image-data storing means 160. 

0137 In addition to the advantages of the image process 
ing apparatus 1 of the first embodiment, the fourth embodi 
ment can achieve the advantages of the image processing 
apparatus 1a of the second embodiment and the image 
processing apparatus 1b of the third embodiment. 

0138. The present invention is not merely limited to the 
specific embodiments described above, and changes and 
modifications are also possible to the elements disclosed in 
the embodiments within the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. The elements of the embodiments may be appro 
priately combined to achieve various modifications. For 
example, Some of the elements shown in the embodiments 
may be eliminated. In addition, Some of the elements used 
in different embodiments may be appropriately combined. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

inputting means for inputting document data; 
rendering means for generating raster image data from the 

input document data; 
color-conversion-parameter storing means for storing a 

color conversion parameter, 
color-conversion processing means for performing color 

conversion on the raster image data in accordance with 
the color conversion parameter; 

outputting means for outputting the raster image data 
color-converted by the color-conversion processing 
means, 

reading means for reading a color image to generate read 
raster image data; 

displaying means for displaying the raster image data 
generated by the rendering means and the read raster 
image data; and 

color adjusting means for adjusting color of the output 
raster image data by modifying the color conversion 
parameter, with color of a portion designated on a 
Screen displayed by the displaying means being color to 
be modified. 

2. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1, 
further comprising reduction processing means for reducing 
the raster image data generated by the rendering means, 

wherein the displaying means displays the reduced raster 
image data and the read raster image data. 

3. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1, 
wherein the color adjusting means comprises color instruct 
ing means for designating desired color in accordance with 
color of the read raster image data and adjusts the color to 
be modified to the designated desired color. 

4. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1, 
further comprising reduction processing means for reducing 
the raster image data generated by the rendering means, 

wherein the displaying means displays the reduced raster 
image data and the read raster image data, and the color 
adjusting means comprises color instructing means for 
designating desired color in accordance with the read 
raster image data and performs adjustment so that the 
color to be modified becomes the designated desired 
color. 

5. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1, 
further comprising document-structure-information storing 
means for storing document structure information generated 
by the rendering means, 

wherein the color-conversion processing means performs 
color conversion on the raster image data in accordance 
with a color conversion parameter corresponding to the 
document structure information, and the coloradjusting 
means adjusts color of the output raster image data by 
modifying the color conversion parameter correspond 
ing to the document structure information, with color of 
a portion designated on a screen displayed by the 
displaying means being color to be modified. 

6. The image processing apparatus according to claim 5, 
further comprising reduction processing means for reducing 
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the raster image data and the document structure information 
generated by the rendering means, 

wherein the reading means generates read raster image 
data having a size corresponding to the reduction 
processing, and the displaying means displays the 
reduced raster image data and the read raster image 
data. 

7. The image processing apparatus according to claim 5, 
wherein the color adjusting means comprises color instruct 
ing means for designating desired color in accordance with 
color of the read raster image data and performs adjustment 
so that the color to be modified becomes the designated 
desired color. 

8. The image processing apparatus according to claim 5, 
further comprising: 

reduction processing means for reducing the raster image 
data and the document structure information generated 
by the rendering means, 

wherein the reading means generates read raster image 
data having a size corresponding to the reduction 
processing, the displaying means displays the reduced 
raster image data and the read raster image data, and the 
color adjusting means comprises color instructing 
means for designating desired color in accordance with 
color of the red raster image data and performs adjust 
ment so that the color to be modified becomes the 
designated desired color. 

9. The image processing apparatus according to claim 5, 
wherein the document structure information includes at least 
one of type information of an object contained in the 
document data and output-condition instruction information 
contained in the document data. 

10. An image processing method, comprising the steps of 
inputting document data; 
generating raster image data from the input document 

data; 
storing a color conversion parameter; 
performing color conversion on the raster image data in 

accordance with the color conversion parameter, 
outputting the color-converted raster image data; 
reading a color image to generate read raster image data; 
displaying the generated raster image data and the read 

raster image data; and 
adjusting color of the output raster image data by modi 

fying the color conversion parameter corresponding to 
the document structure information, with color of a 
designated portion of the displayed raster image data 
being color to be modified. 

11. The image processing method according to claim 10, 
further comprising a step of reducing the generated raster 
image data, 
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wherein the reduced raster image data and the read raster 
image data are displayed in the displaying step. 

12. The image processing method according to claim 10, 
wherein in the color adjusting step, desired color is desig 
nated in accordance with the read raster image data and the 
color to be modified is adjusted to the designated desired 
color. 

13. The image processing method according to claim 10, 
further comprising a step of reducing the generated raster 
image data, 

wherein in the displaying step, the reduced raster image 
data and the read raster image data are displayed, and 
in the color adjusting step, desired color is designated 
in accordance with color of the read raster image data 
and adjustment is performed so that the color to be 
modified becomes the designated desired color. 

14. The image processing method according to claim 10, 
further comprising a step of generating document structure 
information from the document data and a step of storing the 
generated document structure information; 

wherein in the color conversion step, the raster image data 
is color-converted in accordance with a color conver 
sion parameter corresponding to the document struc 
ture information; and in the color adjusting step, color 
of the output raster image data is adjusted by modifying 
the color conversion parameter corresponding to the 
document structure information, with color of a desig 
nated portion of the displayed raster image data being 
color to be modified. 

15. The image processing method according to claim 14, 
further comprising a step of reducing the generated raster 
image data and the document structure information, 

wherein the reduced raster image data and the read raster 
image data are displayed in the displaying step. 

16. The image processing method according to claim 14, 
wherein in the color adjusting step, desired color is desig 
nated in accordance with color of the read raster image data 
and the color to be modified is adjusted to the designated 
desired color. 

17. The image processing method according to claim 14, 
further comprising a step of reducing the generated raster 
image data and the document structure information, 

wherein in the displaying step, the reduced raster image 
data and the read raster image data are displayed and, 
in the color adjusting step, desired color is designated 
in accordance with color of the read raster image data 
and adjustment is performed so that the color to be 
modified becomes the designated desired color. 

18. The image processing method according to claim 14, 
wherein the document structure information includes at least 
one of type information of an object contained in the 
document data and output-condition instruction information 
contained in the document data. 
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